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View From the Top

The President’s Column - Kevin Geiselman
Last month’s president column quoted George
Washington's farewell address. I would like to return to
that event in relation to a slightly less academic issue.
You see, when Washington neared the end of his second term, there was tremendous pressure for him to run
for yet another term. There was even talk in some circles
to have him declared a king. The nations of the world
marveled when Washington refused the honor of a third
term. None could remember a previous leader ever voluntarily stepping down from
power. King George III said, "If Washington does that, he will be the greatest man in
the world." Washington's precedent stood until the extended service of Franklin
Roosevelt during the Second World War and was only made the law of the land
instead of just a tradition in the 22nd Amendment to the Constitution in 1951.
The rationale was a concern that without limits, the presidential position could
become too similar to that of a benevolent dictator lasting not just four years but a
lifetime. In this modern world of professional politicians, we see the risks of that even
more clearly than our founding fathers did.
But as one who has served two terms (albeit only two 1-year terms), I see a different risk. The sparseness of recommendations or volunteers for officers in the first
round of nominations has me wondering if I may serve a third term not because I have
designs on dictatorship but because everyone else is too apathetic to step up to the
podium. I have seen it happen before. And it's not as if I don't want to serve PARSEC,
it's just that I would like to like to serve in other ways, such as devoting more of my
attentions to the website.
Nor am I the only one. Greg has served as treasurer for five years now and, in all
honesty, is looking for a break.
I don't want to sound like I'm whining or burned out and I don't want you to think
I won't act as president for another term if you all think I really am the best person for
the job but I think you should also look around and see who else might also have
something to give to PARSEC. It might even be you.
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Conclave Report
Ann Cecil

....or where the rest of Parsec was while you were all enjoying the last
meeting.
Conclave is a Michigan-style con: that means they invite one or two major
guests of honor and then build most of the program around their guests. This
has some unfortunate side effects -- I can remember more than one GOH plaintively saying "I don't even have time for a potty break!"
Conclave also has a number of Dorsai Irregulars among its long-time conrunners; this year's co-chairs, Tom Barber and Liz Huffman, are both Dorsai in
excellent standing. A side effect of that is that Conclave tends to become the
Dorsai Fall Thing ("Thing" is the name of the Dorsai spring invite-only weekend party).
This year Wen Spencer agreed to be the Conclave Author Guest of Honor.
A numberof Parsec members attended Conclave, at least in part to be sure they
did right by Wendy. And in part, because it was a chance to see her and hear
her always entertaining stories about life in Massachusetts, her family, what she
is going to write next, and so on.
A co-Guest of Honor was Uncle Kage (pronounced Anime style, Kah gay),
who is Dr. Sam Conway in mundane life, but who runs the biggest furry con
around, Anthrocon (coming to Pittsburgh this June). The panels that I saw that
were the most fun featured Wen and Uncle Kage together; they are both colorful, rousing speakers, with decidedly different points of view. The dullest panels were early in the morning, and featured several fans talking about fannish
topics, including some person from Pittsburgh named Cecil. I will admit to
having fun on the panel about Bibliphobia, even though it got off-topic almost
immediately.
We tried to hold a party for Confluence, and a few folks did come by (we
even sold one membership). Unfortunately we were way down the hall away
from the action,and around a bend. We forgot the blinky light panels, and most
people were at the Dorsai party, which was held in a large suite and had much
alcohol freely profferred. Next time we will take the panels and maybe also
play loud music. Anybody know where to get some sirens? :-)
Next year Conclave plans to leave East Lansing and move back to its original home: Detroit. This will make it easier to get to, for those of us in
Pittsburgh, and if it means a return to a less Dorsai dominated con It may go
back on my regular schedule.
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October Minutes

Reviews

Janette Schafer

Professor Irene Lietz and student Margaret Brashear visited to talk with
Parsec about the Professional Writing and Creative Writing programs at Carlow
University. Irene explained that the Professional Writing program focused on
grants, proposals, business and technical writing, as well as various forms of
creative non-fiction. Margaret talked about the Creative Writing program and
its intense focus on writing poetry, stories, novels, and on building your portfolio. I talked about the adult student program and how the night classes were
structured and how I felt they were a manageable addition to my regular life.
We also talked about the two student publications; "Critical Point" (a literary
journal) and "The Purple Menace" (student newspaper.)
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Books
Science Fiction Quotations:
From the Inner Mind to the Outer Limits
by Gary Westfahl
(Yale University press, trade paperback $25)
reviewed by Ann Cecil
This is a surprisingly enjoyable book, one that is probably destined mostly
for libraries, but deserves a much larger audience. It is NOT, in spite of its title,
a Bartlett imitation which simply lets you look up quotes so you can win arguments, or spice an otherwise flaccid paper with bits of better writing.
Instead it is a thought-provoking compilation of quotations from many of
the major sf (and fantasy) works arranged by topic, that both illustrates the evolution of ideas within the genre, and reflects, as the author says, "the atmosphere of dialogue and discussion that is one of the genre's distinctive strengths."
In some sections, you can see shifts in world-view as a response to changes
in the outside world and as a response to that internal dialogue as seen in the
section on Aliens, for instance, and surprisingly, the one on Happiness. By contrast, both the sections on Old Age and Overpopulation show very little change.
In the section on Work, I found myself appreciating the older quotes better than
the newer.
Like any work of this sort, I found myself mentally scribbling down names
to go look up and read; sometimes stories by authors I already know, but somehow missed, sometimes authors I have not read yet. What the book does especially well is start a dialogue within the reader's mind, that can produce the kind
of enthusiastic ferment that makes you want to contribute another piece to the
dialogue, whether an article or a story. I can also see a good deal of use for
building panels at sf&f conventions.
While the book is a bit pricey for the average reader, those among us who
are contributing to panels or writing (fiction or commentary) should consider
their own copy. Because it is from Yale University Press, I would imagine
libraries can easily be cajoled into buying copies for those who are merely passionate readers. Highly recommended!
The Golden Globe
by
John Varley
reviewed by Sarah-Wade Smith
First off, ignore the blurbs on the back page. It will tell you that the protagonist of this novel, Kenneth Catherine "Sparky" Valentine has cyber implants
that enable him to appear to be anyone, male or female and that he is an itinerant thespian who wanders the universe with a a motly troup of players bringing
Shakespeare to the benighted. As to former, well, yes, he does and yes, he can,
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Notes From the Maintenance Department

within limits, but this has as much to do with the story as Amish baseball does.
As to the latter, one can call Kenneth "itinerant" in the same way one can call a
fleeing bandit, a boomer railroadman or a Tuareg nomad "itinerant". And, the
motley troupe has only one very brief engagement among many.
In one sense, this istory is to very familiar territory for Varley's readers: the
future universe where man has been displaced from old Earth by alien invaders
and survives on a variety of habitat colonies. In another sense, Varley is having
fun with an old Hollywood cliche, the down-on-his-luck Shakespearian actor
with more witicisms than cash.
However, Valentine has talent. He’s a very good actor, indeed! One might
say that the operative word in Kenny's very extended run in the Outback worlds
is "run". As in "from the Law". Kenneth, alas, is a wanted man. For the last
70 years he has been fleeing arrest on a murder charge from planet to planet.
Whenever his truly formidable theatrical talents win him some measure of success, someone sees through his current alias and a John Law appears with a
warrant for his arrest. Kenneth must once again abandon his well-earned wages
and take to his heels with only his genetically engineered Bichon Frise dog and
his imaginary friend and conscience Elwood P. Dowd for company. Between his
legitimate stage engagements, he supports himself by a combination of street
busking, con games, petty theft and the odd poker game.
We first encounter Kenneth in the Oort Cloud performing Romeo and
Juliet. The actress playing Juliet hasn’t shown up. Kenny, cast as Mercutio, is
persuading, the manager, that he can act both parts. Remeber, he has those
cyber implants that enable him to rearrange his bone structure and implanted
subcutaneous mylar bags that can be inflated to create muscles or boobs.
However, rearranging his facial bones that way is far from painless. If
done slowly and with care over a couple of hours, it's no more than a dull ache.
However, going from hawk-nosed swordsman to demure maiden in five minutes flat every twenty minutes is beyond agony. For a showman like Valentine
though, making sure the show still goes on is the only acceptable option.
Luckily he's Juliet when a private eye shows up backstage. "Oh, dear, Mr.
Detective, he left the show two weeks ago." Now, out, take your final bow,
then grab Toby the dog and run for the starport. As a precaution, Kenneth
always has reservations on the next ship out. What he doesn't have are the
wages Crocker owes him. He can barely covers the hidden surcharges on his
tickets and he reaches Pluto broke.
A day's work on the street doing a puppet show nets him enough to get his
James Bond style steamer trunk out of hock. A dumpster affords enough food
to buy into the mulligan stew at a local hobo jungle and alone and broke,
Kenneth "Sparky" Valentine celebrates his 100th birthday.
Next day, Kenneth, learns that his childhood co-star and friend, Kaspera
"Polly" Polichinelli is coming out of retirement to direct a live production of
King Lear. Kenneth actually is willing to die to play Lear (and he may have to)
but how will he get to Luna in time?

The Editor’s Column - David Brody
It’s been a while since my last column. Things have been busy down here
in the the boiler room. Between the leaky pipes and the rats (cute little buggers), I’ve had a lot to keep me distracted. As you might expect I have oh so
many pent up opinions. Here are some of them in no particular order:
1: Despite what some have said, that last Star Wars movies was just as bad
as the previous two. Next up from LucasFilms, Jar Jar Binks stars in a remake
of Song of the South.
2: As Kanye West so memorably pointed out, George Bush really doesn’t
like black people. Brown is OK, though. Especially if you ran an Arabian
horse circuit before being given charge of one of the most important departments of government. “Brownie, you’re doing a heck of a job...” As the people
in the superdome (mostly black) slept in their own filth.
3: Regarding some of the censorship related exchanges on the parsec-talk
list, freedom comes at a price. That means that sometimes people will say or
do things you individually find distasteful. That’s why it’s called “freedom”.
You can’t do it by halves. If this is a problem for you, I suggest you take a
breath and avert your eyes. Maybe go milk a cow, it can be therapeutic.
Before you say anything, this doesn’t mean I’m in favor of child pornography
any more than I’m in favor of yelling “fire” in a crowded theater. Don’t try
sophmoric tactics on me. I’m smarter than that.
4. Edinburgh, Scotland is one of the most beautiful places I’ve ever seen.
5: “Winthrop is Stubborn” by William Tenn is the best SF short story I’ve
ever read.
6: I’m sick and tired of being lied to by my leaders. Except about sex.
Most people have lied about sex at some time or other. That’s OK.
7: "Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind." Einstein. OK, so I was watching Friday’s episode of Threshold, but I happen to
agree. Maybe substitute “spirituality” for “religion”.
8: Even with the switch to Intel processors, the Mac is the best built computer around and the Mac OS is easily the best operating system ever. No contest.
9: “We cannot defend freedom abroad by deserting it at home.” - Murrow.
If you don’t know who I’m talking about, go see the movie.
10: My dad was a Communist. He was wrong to believe that Karl Marx
had all the answers but he was right to believe that fundamental change is needed if there is any hope for our species. (Editor’s note: Groucho Marx did have
all the answers.)
11: Democracy can’t be shoved down anybody’s throat. If you try to do
so, it ceases to be democracy.
12: “Time and tide wait for no man.” - Chaucer
I’m done, for now. Y’all have a great Thanksgiving.
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a titular concept (the open joke is whether we are talking about "proof" as in
mathematics or personal identity) and covers a lot of ground and a host of
issues with startling efficiency. Jake Gyllenhaal is solid as a friend to Paltrow
resourcefully quick and persuasive enough to keep her reasonable, Anthony
Hopkins makes a moving and formidable genius/father, and Hope Davis gets
the thankless role of Paltrow's control-freak sister but I'll thank her anyway. I
must also add that "HAROLD ... DOBBS ... !" has instantly become one of my
favorite all-time movie lines. Proof ultimately honors the Secret
Commandment "Thou shalt think," which is more than I can say for many a
movie fictionalizing some field of science far more conveniently pyrotechnic
than mathematics.
The Exorcism of Emily Rose
reviewed by William Blake Hall
I'm really not reviewing the movie, an adequately interesting ambiguous
legal thriller, as noting its peculiar success, and worrying over that.
Growing up, I got bullied, and the "humor" of a bully rests largely on how
earthshakingly hysterical it (presumably) is to surprise someone. You trip
someone -- wow, wasn't that amazingly funny, someone got tripped, and was
surprised by it too, har dee har har. Anyhow, I bring up the subject of bullying
because I have to ask: have we become so thrill-hungry that we can't even distinguish anymore between being bluntly bullied and being properly scared? I
recall people defending The Forgotten (would that I could just plain forget it)
by saying it had its startling moments, and it did -- but in a way bullying and
annoying, not to mention entirely unrelated to its main horror, as in the scene
involving a sidelong car collision. The scene startles, and people seem to
assume "Wow, that was scary" -- but it wasn't scary, it was just plain surprising
and tragic and annoying and bad. People are probably embarrassed to admit it,
but the recent Mummy starring Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz packed some
good oldfashioned chills, regardless of how hokey the whole thing was; it actually bothered to work at being a little scary, and succeeded. But now I sit
through this Exorcism thing and, yes, I squint in dread at what may come next - but that's not honest fear, just annoyance. People seem eager to give a free
pass to some movie with the word "exorcism" in the title, and with rather weak
scare tactics to boot.
Most of all, people seem to have seen an entirely different movie. As I say,
I saw an interesting ambiguous mystery -- but I have yet to bump into anyone
who took it as anything less than an assurance that a woman was possessed by
the demon Belial.
We deserve good supernatural thrillers, but those tend not to happen all by
themselves. So instead, we usually get such garbage as End of Days, Lost
Souls, Bless the Child and the flat-out hilarious Eighteenth Angel. If audiences
are going to be not only so undemanding but so misunderstanding of as relatively good a movie as this one, we're probably going to be in for more
garbage. Now how the heck do we exorcise that from Hollywood?

While he wrestles with this problem, he takes a job performing on a cruise
ship where he is accosted in his dressing room by one Ishambard Comfort, a
fan of Kenneth's old Tri-D show and a member of the ruthless Charonese Mafia
which Kenneth seems to have mortally offended. Expecting to be taken on a
one-way ride, Kenneth triggers his steamer trunk whose gimmicks include a
concealed laser and and net launcher. The system is supposed to subdue its
opponent without serious harm, but a combination of bungles by both Comfort
and Valentine result in the Mafioso suffering a mangled hand, a broken arm and
a severely fractured skull.
Exit Kenneth, who literally mails himself to Uranus
A warning for those of weak stomach and survivors of abuse, Kenneth's
father, John Barrymore Valentine is a child abuser, a man willing to lock his
eight year old son in an airlock and expose him to hard vaccuum for daring to
disagree with him. An eight year old has about zero chance of stopping an adult
abuser on is own. So, like many helpless victims, Kenneth Valentine deals with
his abuse and helplessness by internalizing the blame for it and adoring his victimizer. He also deals by becoming a world-class manipulator.
While the ship bearing him as cargo hurtles towards Uranus, Kenneth
flashes back in time to when he was eight. Left alone in a studio waiting room
while his father audtions for a part, Kenny inadvertantly wanders into a casting
call for a new kids show, "Sparky and His Gang", produced by Gideon Peppy.
Having been trained as a classic Shakespearian actor since he could crawl,
Kenneth emerges with the part of "Sparky", the nickname he will be known by
forever after and a check for enough to bribe his father.
He also encounters a man who looks and sounds just like Jimmy Stewart
but who claims to be Elwood P. Dowd, the character Stewart played in the
movie Harvey. He befriends Kenneth, though Kenneth insists he is not fooled.
Nobody else can see Elwood and Kenneth knows from almost the start that
Elwood is an hallucination conjured up by his own lonely brain.
There is more trouble. "Sparky and His Gang" begins as a flop.
Backstage, Gideon Peppy is loud, vulgar, bossy and determined that since he
cuts the checks, you can do it his way or the highway. John Valentine is suave,
sophisticated, charming, arrogant and determined that since his son is the star,
obvously he gets creative control of the show. How else would you do it, really?
While these two wrangle, Sparky and his costar Kaspera Polichinelli quietly come up with the characters like Inky Tagger, Arson E. Blazeworthy, and
Windy Cheesecutter that transform the show into a much edgier one that takes
on kids' real secret fears and into a runaway hit.
The curtain rings down as a not-yet-teenaged Sparky Valentine executes a
very hostile takeover of Gideon Peppy's empire, driving Peppy to sucide.
Raise the curtain on Act III and enter Kenneth Valentine, as he arrives at
Oberon II, a giant wheel world being constructed out of the Uranian moon of
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the same name. In a sense, the wheelworld itself is the star of this part of the
book, as Varley invests a lot of time and imagination in creating the details of
this setting. As an example, "gravity" on Oberon II is the effect of the
Corieolis force of the wheel's rotary acceleration. So, trains travelling in the
direction of the spin add their velocity to the wheel's and make the passengers
effectively heavier, while trains going in the opposite direction to wheel spin,
in effect, lower passengers relative velocity and thus are "light trains". Then
again, as the construct expands and becomes more massive, the added mass
itself slows the wheel and thus lowers the apparant gravity until thrust is
applied to speed the wheel back up again. So, the locals are assessed "Gravity
Taxes" to pay for thrust and the local weather reports predict the apparant local
gravity for the next few days.
I can question whether all this detail is really needed and I suspect much of
it just slows down the progress of the story, but it does contribute a wonderful
sense of place and makes Oberon II the most real feeling alien setting of the
book.
As for Valentine, he has barely had a moment to get romantically involved
with a local Bluegrass fiddler, Polyphemia Jones and start searching for some
old bank accounts he set up under aliases and then forgot about years ago ( with
references to W.C. Fields and Hank Williams, Sr.) when he is contacted by the
Oberon computer. The computer is an artificial intelligence that supervises all
the complicated and interlinked planetary life support systems. To my mind, it
somewhat resembles the character of Mike in The Moon Is A Harsh Mistress.
To do this, it has to be aware of just about everything-and everone- aboard the
wheel. That includes Kenneth Valentine and his criminal record. However,
privacy laws also prohibit the computer from ever divulging any information it
acquires. So, it can't turn Kenny in to the cops, but it can ask him to turn himself in, or leave the station. And it can also warn him that it knows Ishambard
Comfort is on Oberon.
Valentine, of course, starts to flee, but on second thought returns to warn
Poly in case she might also be in danger from her association with him. He
finds her already cruelly tortured and maimed and the word "oops" scrawled in
blood above her head by a contemptuous Comfort. Who is, by the way, still
there.
Last time they fought, it cost Comfort a hand and fractured skull. This
time it costs him the life of his sister, and most of his limbs. Of course, with
the medical technology of Varley's future, amputations or severed spines are
merely temporary setbacks at best or worst. And Comfort is the son of (spoiler
warning!) a culture that actively seeks out the experience of severe agony. So,
he's hardly discouraged by his injures.
For Poly, it is a different story. Yes, the medical tech can clone and reattach the fingers Comfort severed, but the muscle memory has gone with the
originals. She has gone from a talented concert level professional musician to
struggling with basic beginners' exercises. She wants revenge. Kenneth
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Valentine wants safety. They find both by hijacking Comfort's luxuriously
appointed space yacht. Exit Kenneth, Poly and the good ship Halley.
Act IV once again lapses into reverie. As Kenneth spends the flight time
researching Comfort's mysterious native culture, making love to Poly and
watching his pet dog, Toby carries on an affair with a tigress, he also flashes
back to his late 20s when he at last decided to wind up the still popular "Sparky
And His Gang" and finally go through a long, really long, delayed puberty. Reenter his long absent father, returned from Neptune trailing lawsuits for assault
and battery, libel and charges of tax evasion and spouting plans for a small
Shakespearian stage theatre. There follows Sparky's last game with the Amish
softball league, his aborted role as Romeo and the events surrounded the death
of his father at... Elwood's?!.. hands and Sparky's own flight into exile for the
next seven decades.
Finally, Act V. Kenneth Valentine is once more on Luna, the closest thing
to a home he has ever known. He is reunited with his old friend and co-star,
Polly. A bittersweet reunion since Polly's refusal on religous gounds to use anagathic technologies means that after a century of life, she no longer has very
many years left to her. Valentine finds he must now play King Lear on the very
stage where his father was gunned down so many years ago, face Ishambard
Comfort yet again and stand trial for the killing of his father.
Science fiction is often referred to as a literature of ideas. If that is so, then
this book is certainly remarkable for the sheer number of ideas Varley manages
to pack into it. The amount of time that it has taken me just to get through a
bare bones synopsis should be some indication. I have mentioned the detail he
put into the world of Oberon II. But I haven't had a moment to mention the
Flacks, a church that literally worships the sainted entertainment stars of years
past, the Heinlein Society or the Judicial Protocol Trials.
I could go on and I already have long enough. This one is good. Enjoy it.

Movies
Proof
reviewed by William Blake Hall
Proof is just barely science fiction, by virtue of being mathematics fiction,
but I can't contain myself. Let the news go out: it's time to become smitten
with Gwyneth Paltrow all over again. Paltrow, perhaps most notable as the
Muse of the bard from Shakespeare in Love, offers an interesting new puzzle:
has a muse (of words) become a bard (of numbers) in her own right? The New
Yorker seems to be slamming Paltrow's career and I have no idea why; if she's
good at acting pained, let her. Would we honestly prefer some dubious comic
choice like Shallow Hal? Besides, Proof is far from being a tale steeped only in
tragedy; for that, you're better off with the grim but good Constant Gardener or
Lord of War. Rather, Proof has a lot of honesty and wit going for it, keeping it
brisk and engaging. It reminds me of a Mary Soon Lee short story: it analyzes
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